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She is very much interested and determined to succeed in beekeeping and honey. production, but has never managed a
bee family. The plan.

Hamilton Miller and his immediate family members. The machine, which will be run by a generator will
proves to be more efficient, faster and maintains good quality of the honey. No doubt raising start â€” up
capital for a business might not come cheap, but it is a task that an entrepreneur must go through. We know
that one of the ways of gaining approval and winning customers over is to retail our live bees and well
packaged honey a little bit cheaper than what is obtainable in the market and we are well prepared to survive
on lower profit margin for a while. After reviewing this document, the following steps should be performed in
order to come to a final agreement. They store it as a primary food source in wax honeycombs inside the
beehive. This area is featured with a rich vegetation and also abundance of water, necessary elements to carry
and apiculture project. The area is endowed with all weather roads tarmac , electricity and all other necessary
human needs such as hospitals, religious places, schools and police station. As a matter of fact, profit-sharing
arrangement will be made available to all our management staff and it will be based on their performance for a
period of six years or more. The project will begin by first constructing the bee hives warehouse, the machine
store and honey store room and the servant quarter single bedroom. In addition two important events related to
the apiculture industry have happened in the year , which have further glistened our passion to endeavor our
enterprise in apiculture. Not forgetting, the now reliable and easy access to modern bee hives capable of
producing 30kg of honey without destroying the bee colony during harvest, also modern bee equipment and
honey extractors that will ensure a healthy high quality competitive product to the market. Although a very
lucrative venture, it comes with its own challenges. So after you may have understood what goes on in a
beehive, you must decide the type of bees you want to start a honey farm with. First, August we visited the
Tanzania famous Nanenane agriculture event in Lindi region, at Ngongo followed by another major event in
the history of the country in Arusha were we had the pleasure to witness the first Apimondia symposium on
African bees and beekeeping in Africa. One thing is certain; the nature of commercial bee farming makes it
possible for beekeepers cum bee farmers to place prices for their live bees and honey based on their discretion
without following the benchmark in the industry. Mkuranga is among the six districts found in Pwani which is
gifted with rich natural vegetation containing trees and plants of numerous species, not to mention the local
agriculture activities of pineapples, passion fruits, mangoes, water melons, sunflower, maize and many more
crops. Health benefits for local people reliant on small scale agriculture to provide food are centered on the
enriching qualities of honey in a diet which is usually dependent upon staple foods such as bananas and maize.
Our bank account numbers will be made available on our website and promotional materials to clients who
may want to deposit cash or make online transfer for the purchase of our products. However after analyzing
different scenarios and taking into account the strengths and expertise available we see doubling in revenue in
the second year after the start of the project, contributed largely by swift extension of the project. Apiculture
the practice of rearing bees in hives can serve as a good commercial business as honey is heavily consumed.
We are going to use a variety of equipments protective gear for the harvesting of honey then we are going
process honey by using the honey extractor machinery. This system will enable easy record of hive inspection
and manipulation, record treatment and feeding, track colony temperament and also record honey harvests,
including records of nectar sources and batch codes. This and a lot more can be achieved with the use of
modern apiary management software systems. When you start a honey farm, it is relatively easy to maintain
compared to other forms of livestock farming as raring bees would not require you to clear out manure or fill,
or clean water and food trough, bees gather their own food and rely solely upon themselves to survive. When
putting out the time to start a honey farm, you should also consider learning the process of harvesting the
honey. The project location is also strategic to expertise. After the extraction of honey, are going to package
the honey in 20 liter buckets for storage before selling the honey. Secondly, the project will contribute to the
growth of the apiculture sector, for the most part throw in to the value of exports. After these processes, the
honey is ready to be bottled. In rural areas there is almost an unlimited source of pollen and bees aid greatly in
the natural cross pollination of local crops. As for the detailed cost analysis for starting a commercial bee farm
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and honey production business; it might differ in other countries due to the value of their money. It is
important to move the hives from place to place to yield different honey from bees.


